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About This Content

Now serving you seconds with this festive Headhunter add-on for Borderlands 2; you won’t be starving for action when battling
the Ravenous Wattle Gobbler.  Fight off his hunger and finish him off, leaving you full with stories from Grandma Torgue plus

delicious head and skins!
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Title: Borderlands 2: Headhunter 2: Wattle Gobbler
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Gearbox Software, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Publisher:
2K, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Franchise:
Borderlands
Release Date: 26 Nov, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP SP3

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8500 /ATI Radeon HD 2600

Storage: 13 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® 9.0c-compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian
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borderlands 2 headhunter 2 wattle gobbler location. borderlands 2 headhunter 2 wattle gobbler start. borderlands 2 headhunter 2
wattle gobbler

just stay well away there is nothing right with this game in any shape or form just terrible.. the game lags alot, please fix it.
would be great if didn't lag.. Honestly we need some more samurai/ninja party games like this, because they ARE fun but they
ALL have problems...

The concept of this one is 4 player semi-stealth clash battle with asian influence characters and theme. It's great I love the design
and idea of this game. (They must've really wanted to stay away from ninja models to be uniqe?)

It does have an online which is a plus for sure, but the offline kind of suffers from lack of variety or real challenge in terms of
difficulty. The bots are terrible so have friends or use discord groups.

The gameplay is pretty straight forward; it's 2D platforming with stealth mechanics to wide in your team's color, White or
Black. There's a deathmatch, capture the flag, objectives (finish 3 specific challenges first). That's about it. You have a choice
of multiple varied maps all ink based which adds to the style and theme of the game. Every character plays the same, just varied
models, it's a 1-hit kill system if they touch you with their attack you're dead. Of course there's respawn. Also it has a smashbros-
esqe item drop but of only a couple items to confuse or slow your foe. Unfortunately nothing really FEELS great.

In terms of actual gameplay, I prefer Samurai Gun's mechanics, there's simply more to the combat especially when you clash
and add a dedicated range weapon for everyone. Also I feel SG is just a faster game even locked at 30FPS. While BWB has
intentional slow animations to make it easier to read I guess but it just looks and feels clunky. The animations and lack of extra
in-game fighting mechanics makes it hard to reccomend. Maybe for those that don't play these kinds of games and having too
much go on could make it confusing, but even with SG at parties everyone was pretty much on board with little complaints.

The thing is SG isn't supported anymore... Hasn't had a sale here for some time and dev has pretty much ignored it. No Online
play, prolly will never come so I'd say support this title just because it has support.

So with that in mind I say pick this up here or on the Nintendo Switch when that comes out and hey they might fix those
problems cause they still work on their games.
. Paid list price for this, and think it's value for money, esp as you get pacer loco as well. Again use this as part of my set up with
the Bristol line as they connect at Exeter. Graphics are good, and the layout is good as well....

. Trading card steamulator 9\10. cool story and great 2000s vibe. Great idea but the gameplay wasn't enjoyable for me, it is too
static and slow.
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Don't see the word Metroidvania and get excited, this game is garbage.. The music reminds me of Korn, i'll play it just for that
reason. its a fun no brainer game I like it! good job. Both bikes need to be in your collection. Worth it.. permanent backpack
pages.
70% dragon 2 player mount, that travels over water and can be custom colored.
sword soul wings can be +'d to give xp\/tp\/drop rate, and custom statted however you wish.
right clicking them produces a visual effect when they are equipped.
the puss-in-boots gives
3 stamina, 3 wisdom, 3 dexterity, 3 strength, 3 intelligence attribute buff per pet level.

the costume can go in your players magic wardrobe and be worn over any gear.
infinite uses and free color customization for any costume in the magic wardrobe.. If you are into video games ( arcade time )
then this documentation is a must see.
Realy great and well done!. Watch the review here

Title: Splasher
Platform: Windows, Mac
Rating: Not Rated
Developer: Splashteam
Publisher: The Sidekicks, Plug In Digital
Price: $15 USD
Release Date: 7th Feb 2017

Splasher is a fun and creative platformer with a hilarious style and top-notch music. And even though the actual speedrun aspect
of this game can be questioned as it locks its \u2018time attack\u2019 game mode behind items that only hardcore fans will be
inclined to get, this game is still a gem in an oversaturated genre and is a must have to any platformer fans, definitely for its low
price tag.

You play as a \u2018Splasher\u2019: a character that can do what any other character in a platformer does: run and jump. But
this character has something a little different; an ink gun that can shoot water to hit switches and kill enemies, red ink that sticks
him to walls and ceilings and yellow ink that makes him bounce high and reach otherwise impossible heights.

The core gameplay of Splasher has you traversing through the 22 levels of getting through dangerous environments, saving the
innocent co workers at Inkorp and destroying robotic enemies. Through these levels you\u2019ll come across creative ways that
the game spices up usual platforming such as lasers that kill you, rotating death traps, being chased by acid and a handful of well
designed robots that will try and kill you in stylish ways. And all these tropes never feel overused so that nothing ever feels
repetitive and you only feel that you have really done and seen everything only at the end when all the different level designs
come together in one amazing final level.

Other things that change up the platforming is the light on your feet puzzles to save the Inkorp workers, portals that will send
you into an arena fighting robots and the time attack game mode that gets you to reach the end of the level in the fastest time.
But to get this time attack game mode you have to rescue all the workers and get all the special golden ink that you can extract
from walls and ceilings with your water gun for each level respectively. But I feel like it\u2019s unnecessarily locked behind
these collectibles just to increase the lifespan of the game as any hardcore platformer player could get through these levels easy
and having to get these workers and golden ink just feels more tedious than actually difficult.

But the gameplay is still really fun and enjoyable. And when you do hit all the right buttons and fly through the level, it feels
more fluid and amazing than any other platformer I\u2019ve played in the recent years. This is mainly because of the always
tight controls and solid level design.

The artstyle of Splasher is a hit and miss at times. Sure, it\u2019s a colourful game and it suits well to the tight on the edge-of-
your-seat platforming but when you stop to look you\u2019ll realise that there is barely any detail and feels overly minimalistic.
Although this is a small concern as you\u2019ll never stop moving in Splasher, and you won\u2019t want to as the level design
is so great.

The music though, is incredible. The techno synth heavy music never gets old and always aided in the gameplay and helped me
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push forward through some tougher bits. The sound design is just as good with you being able to hear the differences in each
surface your character walks on and the sound of liquids hitting objects or enemies dying. You can tell just how much detail has
gone in the sound design in immersing you into the wild and fast-paced levels of Inkorp.

The only story you get is less of a cutscene and more of a string of pictures telling you how the boss at Inkorp has kidnapped
their workers and are doing crazy scientific experiments on them. You as a \u2018Splasher\u2019 has found out, and armed
with the trusty gun you have stolen you aim to reach to the top of inkorp and defeat the boss. And this is less of a story and more
of an introduction of what you\u2019ll see at Inkorp because this game is very funny in its style and ambience and you\u2019ll
find out quickly that this game doesn\u2019t take itself seriously in the way that you die and interact with the enemies.

In conclusion, you can sum up Splasher with one word: fun. Even though its speed run mode is locked behind tedium, it still
doesn\u2019t take away from the core gameplay, spectacular level design, detailed music, sound and a light-hearted ambience.

That\u2019s why i\u2019m giving Splasher, a 4\/5.
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